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Abstract

Objective—To assess the utility of CT perfusion for selection of patients for endovascular therapy up to 18 hours after symptom onset.

Methods—We conducted a multicenter cohort study of consecutive acute stroke patients scheduled to undergo endovascular therapy within 90 min after a baseline CTP. Patients were...
classified as ‘target mismatch’ if they had a small ischemic core and a large penumbra on their baseline CT perfusion. Reperfusion was defined as >50% reduction in critical hypoperfusion between the baseline CT perfusion and the 36-hour follow-up MRI.

Results—Of the 201 patients enrolled, 190 patients with an adequate baseline CT perfusion study who underwent angiography were included; mean age 66 years, median NIHSS 16, median time from symptom onset to endovascular therapy 5.2 hours. Rate of reperfusion was 89%. In patients with target mismatch (n=131), reperfusion was associated with higher odds of favorable clinical response, defined as an improvement of ≥8 points on the NIH Stroke Scale (83% vs 44%, p=0.002; adjusted OR=6.6; 95% CI 2.1–20.9). This association did not differ between patients treated within 6 hrs (OR = 6.4; 95% CI 1.5–27.8) and those treated beyond 6 hrs after symptom onset (OR = 13.7; 95% CI 1.4–140).

Interpretation—The robust association between endovascular reperfusion and good outcome among patients with the CT perfusion target mismatch profile treated up to 18 hours after symptom onset supports a randomized trial of endovascular therapy in this patient population.

INTRODUCTION

Recent randomized controlled trials have demonstrated benefit from endovascular therapy for patients with acute ischemic stroke who were treated predominantly in the less than six-hour time-window.[1–5] Based on these studies, current guidelines recommend endovascular therapy for patients with occlusion of the ICA or MCA who can be treated within six hours after symptom onset.[6] Whether endovascular therapy is also beneficial for patients outside of the six-hour time-window is unknown.

While most studies have demonstrated a gradual decrease in the effectiveness of endovascular therapy with longer onset-to-treatment times[7–9], our group has shown that good outcome rates in reperfused patients who meet MRI diffusion-perfusion mismatch criteria remain relatively constant over time.[10] These findings suggest that patient selection criteria will play a key role in determining the outcome of endovascular thrombectomy trials in the extended time-window.

A main drawback of MRI-based patient selection is the small percentage of hospitals that have MR readily available for the assessment of acute stroke patients. Therefore, the time it takes to obtain an MRI scan to triage acute stroke patients is unacceptably long in most hospitals. Another drawback of MRI is the relatively large percentage of patients who have contra-indications to MRI because of metal implants (eg pacemakers) or claustrophobia. To overcome the limitations of MRI-based patient selection, CT perfusion imaging can be used instead. CT is much more widely available and has fewer contra-indications than MRI. It is, however, not known if CT perfusion-based patient selection is comparable to MRI. Before embarking on a randomized trial with image-based patient selection, we therefore conducted the CT perfusion to predict response to Recanalization in Ischemic Stroke Project (CRISP) study to examine the utility of CT perfusion in identifying patients who are likely to benefit from endovascular therapy.
METHODS

Study design

The CT perfusion to Predict Response to Recanalization in Ischemic Stroke Project (CRISP) was a multi-center prospective cohort study of acute stroke patients who underwent a CT perfusion scan before endovascular therapy. The institutional review board at each site approved the study, and informed consent for participation was obtained from each patient or, if the patient was mentally incompetent to consent, their proxy.

Study patients and protocol

Patients were enrolled at six US hospitals between 2012 and 2015. Patients were eligible for participation in the study if they: 1) were at least 18 years old; 2) had an ischemic stroke with an NIHSS score of 5 or more; 3) were scheduled to undergo endovascular therapy for the stroke; and 4) had undergone a CT perfusion and CT angiogram within 90 minutes prior to scheduled endovascular therapy. Patients who had a pre-existing illness resulting in a modified Rankin Scale Score of 2 or higher prior to the qualifying stroke were excluded.

CT perfusion imaging was performed using the institutions’ routine protocols. CT perfusion studies were post-processed using RAPID (iSchemaView, Menlo Park) to generate maps of the ischemic core (rCBF<30%) and critically hypoperfused tissue (Tmax>6s). RAPID automatically segmented and calculated volumes of the ischemic core and of the critically hypoperfused tissue. These maps were available for viewing by local investigators, who determined patients’ target mismatch status based on the RAPID CT perfusion maps. Target mismatch was defined as a CBF core <70 mL, a Tmax>6s – core difference >15mL, a Tmax>6s/core ratio >1.8, and a Tmax>10s lesion <100 mL. (Figure 1)

While physicians could use the results of the non-contrast CT, the CT angiogram and their routine CT perfusion maps to guide treatment decisions, they were instructed not to use the RAPID maps to make treatment decisions. Consequently, patients underwent endovascular therapy regardless of their target mismatch status. The device and method used for endovascular therapy was based on operator preference and included treatment with stent retrievers, manual aspiration, intra-arterial thrombolytics, and/or angioplasty with or without stenting.

Patients underwent an early follow-up MRI, obtained within 36 hours after the baseline CT perfusion scan. Patients, who could not undergo a follow-up MRI because of a contra-indication, underwent a follow-up CT scan instead.

Patients returned for clinical follow-up on days 30 and 90. During these visits, trained investigators rated patients on the NIHSS, the modified Rankin Scale, the Glasgow Outcome Scale and the Barthel Index. If patients were unable to return to clinic, study coordinators made every attempt to visit the patients at their residence. If this was not possible, assessments were made by phone.
Clinical and radiological endpoints

The primary clinical endpoint was “favorable neurological response”, defined as an 8-point or more improvement on the NIHSS between baseline and day 30 or an NIHSS score of ≤1 at day 30. This endpoint was chosen because it is sensitive to the effects of early reperfusion and to match the primary endpoint of the DEFUSE 1 and 2 studies. The secondary clinical endpoint was functional independence, defined as mRS ≤2 on day 90. Symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (sICH), defined as any intracranial hemorrhage associated with a ≥4-point worsening on the NIHSS, was used as a safety endpoint.

Core imaging laboratory

Stanford’s core imaging laboratory assessed 1) the ASPECT score on the baseline non-contrast CT scan; 2) the ischemic core and critical hypoperfused tissue volumes on the baseline CT perfusion maps, if needed after removal of imaging artifacts; 3) the location of the primary arterial occlusive lesion and the TICI reperfusion score on the digital subtraction angiography images; and 4) the volume of persistent critical hypoperfused tissue (Tmax>6s) and presence of hemorrhagic transformation on the follow-up MRI. Reperfusion was defined as >50% reduction in Tmax>6s lesion volume between baseline CT perfusion and the follow-up MRI, or TICI 2b/3 at completion of endovascular therapy if a follow-up MRI was not performed or technically inadequate.

Statistical analysis

Percentages of favorable neurological response were compared between groups using Fisher exact tests. The effect of reperfusion on binary outcomes was assessed using logistic regression with and without adjustment for imbalances in baseline variables. Baseline variables were entered into the multivariable model if they were significant at a p<0.1 level in univariate analysis, and were retained in the multivariate model if they were significant at a p<0.05. The effect of reperfusion on the overall distribution of outcomes on the modified Rankin Scale (shift analysis) was assessed with the assumption-free ordinal analysis that uses the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney generalized odds ratio.[11, 12] Analyses were conducted using SPSS and SAS software.

RESULTS

Of the 201 patients enrolled, 190 patients with anterior circulation strokes and a good quality baseline CT perfusion who underwent digital subtraction angiography were included in the primary analyses. Eleven patients were excluded; 2 withdrew from the study, 2 did not undergo catheter angiography, 6 because of inadequate baseline CT perfusion, and 1 had an occlusion in the posterior circulation. (figure 2) The mean age of the patient population was 66±15 yrs, median NIHSS 16 (IQR 12–20), and median time from symptom onset to endovascular therapy 5.2 hrs (IQR 3.8–7.9). Femoral puncture occurred >6hrs after symptom onset in 40% (n=75). The majority of these patients fell into the 6–9 hour window (61%), with fewer patients in the 9–12 hour (17%), and the >12 hour time window (21%). In 84% of the late (>6hr) treated patients, the exact time-of-onset was not known (i.e. wake-up strokes) and the time-of-onset was therefore based on the time last known well.
One hundred and thirty-one patients had the target mismatch profile. The baseline characteristics for patients with and without the target mismatch profile are listed in Table 1. The percentage of patients with target mismatch was 62% in the <6 hours window, 83% in the 6–9 hour window, 85% in the 9–12 hour window, and 69% in the >12 hour window. Overall, the percentage of patients with target mismatch was lower in the <6-hour window than in the >6 hour-window (62% v 80%; p=0.01). Rate of reperfusion, determined primarily on the 36-hr perfusion scan was 90% (87% TICI 2b/3). The rate of reperfusion did not differ between patients with femoral puncture <6hrs versus >6hrs (90 v 89%; p=1.0) nor between patients with and without target mismatch (87 v 95%; p=0.13).

Among patients with the target mismatch (n=131), reperfusion was associated with increased odds of favorable clinical response (83% vs 44%, p=0.002; OR=6.1; 95% CI 2.0–18.4). This association remained significant when adjusted for age and NIHSS (OR=6.6; 95% CI 2.1–20.9). The results were similar with independence (mRS 0–2) as the outcome: patients with the target mismatch (n=131) had increased odds of independence with reperfusion in unadjusted analysis (66% vs 29%, p=0.007; OR=4.6; 95% CI 1.5–14.0) and after adjustment for NIHSS and age (OR=11.5; 95% CI 3.1–42.3). The shift analysis also showed improved functional outcome with reperfusion (Generalized OR = 2.7; 95% CI 2.4–3.0).

Rates of functional independence were similar in target mismatch patients with reperfusion who were treated <6hrs versus >6hrs (70% vs 62%; p = 0.4 unadjusted and p=0.2 adjusted) suggesting that time does not modify the effect of reperfusion among patients with target mismatch. Also, in multivariate analysis, the effect of reperfusion on functional independence among patients with the target mismatch was not modified by time-to-treatment (p=0.4 for the interaction between reperfusion and time-to-treatment when time is dichotomized at 6 hours; p=0.1 when time is modeled as a continuous variable). The adjusted odds ratio for independence with reperfusion was 11.2 (95% CI 2.4–53.4) in patients treated within 6 hours (n=71) compared to 18.2 (95% CI 1.7–201) in patients treated beyond 6 hours (n=60). (figure 3) When favorable clinical response was the endpoint instead of functional independence, results were similar with an adjusted OR of 6.4 (95% CI 1.5–27.8) in patients treated within 6 hours compared to 13.7 (95% CI 1.4–140) in patients treated beyond 6 hrs (p=0.6 for difference between odds ratios).

The effect of reperfusion could not be assessed in patients without the target mismatch because of the relatively small size (n=59) and the high rate of reperfusion (95%) of this subgroup. When compared to patients with target mismatch, the rate of functional independence in the setting of reperfusion was lower among patients without target mismatch in unadjusted analysis (45% vs 66%; p=0.01) but this difference did not remain significant after adjustment (p=0.2); the rate of favorable clinical response was lower in unadjusted (62% vs 83%; p=0.01) and adjusted (p=0.02) analysis. Patients who do not meet target mismatch criteria make up a heterogeneous population with large, small and matched lesion patterns (table 2). The most common pattern was a Tmax>10s lesion exceeding 100 mL and an ischemic core volume <70 mL (n=45). Forty-four of these patients reperfused and their rate of independence was not significantly different from target mismatch patients with reperfusion (52 v 66%; p=0.1).
The overall rate of symptomatic ICH was 5.3%. Rates of symptomatic ICH were similar between patients who underwent endovascular therapy following intravenous tPA (n=88) and patients who did not receive intravenous tPA (n=102) (5.7% vs 4.9%, p=1.0) and between patients with symptom onset to groin puncture <6 and >6 hours (5.2 vs 5.3%, p=1.0). There was also no significant association between other baseline parameters (baseline NIHSS, age, core volume, Tmax6, time to treatment or reperfusion, target mismatch status, reperfusion) and sICH.

**DISCUSSION**

This study demonstrates a robust association between endovascular reperfusion and favorable clinical outcomes in patients who present with a target mismatch pattern on their baseline CT perfusion scan. It also shows that this association extends well beyond the currently established six-hour time-window for endovascular therapy for acute stroke. These results support randomized controlled trials of endovascular therapy in the extended time-window for patients with a target mismatch pattern on CT perfusion.

The findings of this study are consistent with prior studies that evaluated the response to reperfusion in patients selected with MR perfusion imaging. Specifically, in the DEFUSE 2 study, which had the same design as CRISP but used MRI instead of CT to classify patients, reperfusion was associated with a 26% (57% vs 31%) absolute increase of functional independence among patients with an MRI-based target mismatch profile. This is similar to the 37% (66% vs 29%) absolute increase in functional independence among patients with a CT-based target mismatch profile, observed in this study. These findings suggest that CT perfusion is as effective as MRI at selecting patients who are likely to benefit from endovascular therapy.

Our results are also consistent with the results of the EXTEND-IA study, a trial of early thrombectomy in patients selected with very similar CT perfusion imaging criteria.[3] Despite much earlier treatment in EXTEND-IA (median time 3.5 hrs) compared to CRISP (median time 5.6 hrs), the studies saw similar increases in functional independence with endovascular reperfusion (42% in EXTEND-IA and 37% in CRISP). The fact that treatment effects were similar despite a much shorter time-to-treatment in EXTEND-IA suggests that time may be a less critical factor among patients who meet mismatch criteria. This suggestion is supported by our finding that the positive association between reperfusion and rate of functional independence was similar among target mismatch patients who were treated early (<6 hours) and those who were treated late (>6 hours); a result that is consistent with our findings in DEFUSE 2, which demonstrated that the effect of reperfusion was similar among early and late treated patients with an MRI target mismatch pattern.[10] Our finding that rates of symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (sICH) were almost identical among early and late treated patients (5.2 vs 5.3%) points to the safety of endovascular treatment of patients with target mismatch in the delayed time-window (>6 hours).

A pooled analysis of the endovascular treatment arms of 4 recent clinical trials showed a smaller gain in functional independence with reperfusion (12%) than the CRISP, DEFUSE 2 and EXTEND-IA studies.[13] Differences in study subjects and study methodology may
account for this. First, most patients included in the pooled analysis were not selected with perfusion imaging and may therefore have had less tissue at risk of infarction than patients in the other studies. Second, in the pooled analysis reperfusion was defined as a TICI 2b or 3 score at the completion of the endovascular procedure, whereas reperfusion was assessed on early (<36 hours) follow-up perfusion scans in the other studies. While this is unlikely to account for large differences, the effect of reperfusion in the pooled analysis may have been attenuated some by patients with TICI 2b/3 reperfusion following mechanical thrombectomy who re-occluded the affected artery post-procedure.

Our study has limitations. First, because CRISP was a cohort study without a control group, no definitive conclusion can be drawn about the effect of endovascular treatment. The results are, however, suggestive that there may be benefit from endovascular therapy, even in the delayed time-window. Second, the very high reperfusion rate, a tribute to the efficacy of stent-retrievers, was unexpected and limited our ability to compare outcomes between patients with and without reperfusion. This was particularly true among patients without a target mismatch because virtually all patients without a target mismatch (68 of 71) reperfused. We can therefore not draw any direct conclusions about the effect of reperfusion among patients without target mismatch. The DEFUSE 2 study, which showed no association between reperfusion and good functional outcome in patients without target mismatch on MRI, suggests that there also is no (strong) association between reperfusion and good functional outcome in patients without target mismatch on CT. However, DEFUSE 2 was not powered to demonstrate an effect of reperfusion in patients without target mismatch. Moreover, results from the MR CLEAN study have shown no effect modification of endovascular treatment according to CT mismatch status.[14] Also, patients without target mismatch form a heterogeneous population of large, small and matched lesion patients (table 2), and it is likely that the response to reperfusion differs between these subsets. It is therefore possible that certain patients without a CT target mismatch do benefit from reperfusion, such as the subset of patients who had an ischemic core <70 mL but who were classified as non-target mismatch because of a large (>100 mL) lesion with a Tmax delay >10s. Third, because the exact time of stroke onset was unknown for most patients, a sub-analysis that excluded these patients was not feasible. Finally, while investigators were instructed not to use the perfusion maps generated by our automated CT perfusion analysis software for decision making regarding endovascular therapy, they could use their standard of care perfusion software for this purpose. Some patients were likely excluded from our study because they did not undergo endovascular therapy based on the results of the standard of care CT perfusion maps. Exclusion of patients on those grounds may have occurred preferentially in patients presenting late, given that the proportion of target mismatch was higher among patients who were treated beyond 6 hours and given that patients with target mismatch had longer symptom-onset to imaging times. While enrichment of our study population with target mismatch patients does not bias the main results of our study, the proportion of patients with target mismatch in the general stroke population is likely smaller than the 69% observed among all patients in this study and certainly lower than the 80% observed among patients treated after 6 hours.

In summary, the CRISP results provide compelling evidence that multimodal CT with CT perfusion can be used in an extended time-window to select patients who are likely to
benefit from endovascular reperfusion. The favorable response to reperfusion among patients with a CT target mismatch pattern was similar to that observed in the DEFUSE 2 study among patients with an MR target mismatch pattern. Together these studies laid the foundation for the currently ongoing randomized controlled trial of endovascular therapy in patients selected with either multimodal CT or MR imaging (DEFUSE 3) (ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT02586415).
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Figure 1. CT perfusion target mismatch examples
The top panel shows the CT perfusion study of a patient who has the target mismatch pattern. The ischemic core (pink lesion) is 4.2 mL. The volume of critically hypoperfused tissue (green lesion) is 77.1 mL. The absolute mismatch volume is 72.9 mL and the mismatch ratio is 18.4. All these values meet target mismatch criteria. The bottom panel shows the CT perfusion study of a patient who does not meet target mismatch criteria. The core lesion exceeds the 70 mL threshold and the mismatch ratio does not meet the >1.8 criterion.
Of the 201 patients enrolled, 190 were included in the analyses of patients with baseline CT perfusion who underwent endovascular treatment. Of these, 131 had the target mismatch profile on CT perfusion, whereas 59 did not.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of study participants

Of the 201 patients enrolled, 190 were included in the analyses of patients with baseline CT perfusion who underwent endovascular treatment. Of these, 131 had the target mismatch profile on CT perfusion, whereas 59 did not.
Among patients with the target mismatch (n=131), reperfusion was associated with an increased rate of functional independence on day 90. The adjusted odds ratio for independence with reperfusion was 11.2 (95% CI 2.4–53.4) in patients treated within 6 hours (n=71) compared to 18.2 (95% CI 1.7–201) in patients treated beyond 6 hours (n=60).

**Figure 3. Functional outcome in patients with target mismatch stratified by reperfusion and time-to-treatment**

Among patients with the target mismatch (n=131), reperfusion was associated with an increased rate of functional independence on day 90. The adjusted odds ratio for independence with reperfusion was 11.2 (95% CI 2.4–53.4) in patients treated within 6 hours (n=71) compared to 18.2 (95% CI 1.7–201) in patients treated beyond 6 hours (n=60).
Table 1  
Baseline characteristics in patients included in the MRI profile cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Target Mismatch (n=131)</th>
<th>No Target Mismatch (n=59)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) age – yr</td>
<td>66 (15)</td>
<td>66 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sex – no. (%)†</td>
<td>75 (57)</td>
<td>15 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension – no. (%)</td>
<td>86 (66)</td>
<td>42 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus – no. (%)</td>
<td>22 (17)</td>
<td>20 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperlipidemia – no. (%)</td>
<td>48 (37)</td>
<td>28 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation – no. (%)</td>
<td>43 (33)</td>
<td>17 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior stroke/TIA – no. (%)</td>
<td>12 (9)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median NIHSS score (IQR)†</td>
<td>15 (11–19)</td>
<td>20 (16–23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intravenous tPA pretreatment – no. (%)</td>
<td>58 (44)</td>
<td>30 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) time from symptom onset to start of CTP – hrs</td>
<td>4·6 (3·2–7·0)</td>
<td>3·5 (2·2–5·3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) time from symptom onset to femoral puncture – hrs</td>
<td>5·6 (4·2–8·6)</td>
<td>4·6 (3·3–6·0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) time from arrival at study site to endovascular therapy – hrs</td>
<td>1·3 (0·9–1·6)</td>
<td>1·0 (0·8–1·6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) volume of infarct core – ml†</td>
<td>4 (0–13)</td>
<td>23 (3–44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) volume of perfusion lesion – ml†</td>
<td>104 (69–144)</td>
<td>194 (163–235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel occlusion on angiogram – no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal carotid artery, proximal</td>
<td>13 (10)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal carotid artery, distal</td>
<td>22 (17)</td>
<td>10 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle cerebral artery, proximal</td>
<td>73 (56)</td>
<td>34 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle cerebral artery, distal</td>
<td>20 (15)</td>
<td>6 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† p-value < 0.001;  
* p-value = 0.01
Characteristics of patients without target mismatch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of lesion</th>
<th>Imaging Criteria</th>
<th>Total, n</th>
<th>Reperfusion, n</th>
<th>mRS 0–2 among reperfused (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No target mismatch</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (Tmax10)</td>
<td>rCBF &lt;70mL, Tmax10 &gt;100mL</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (ischemic core)</td>
<td>rCBF &gt;70mL, Tmax10 &lt;100mL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (Tmax10 and ischemic core)</td>
<td>rCBF &gt;70mL, Tmax10 &lt;100mL</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>rCBF &lt;15mL, Tmax6 &lt;15mL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>rCBF 15–70mL, Ratio Tmax6/rCBF &lt;1.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mRS indicates modified Rankin Scale; rCBF, relative cerebral blood flow; Tmax, time to the maximum of the residue function.